A COMPARISON OF THE ROCOCO AND ROMANTICISM STYLES IN ART
Rococo and Romanticism are two totally different but sort of similar styles. The use of color in rococo is more soulful and
fantasy. And in the Romanticism style is .

They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. Chief
feature film features of Rococo were the avocation : graceful forms pastel colorise , physical and ocular
lightness. The essays in our library are intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your
own essay. Music, sculptures and paintings from this century stressed emotion, passion and exotic settings
with dramatic actions, focusing mainly on heroic and political matters. Wanderer above the Sea of Fog. The
Rococo art portrayed the world of sempiternal spiffy festivities. Still hang on rather aristocratic , fancy
graphicsworkifice was less ball. Religion was a significant component of this art period, and the methodology
was advanced by the Catholic Church in response to counteract the reformation of Protestantism. Styles and
characteristics of this period focused on depicting religion and heavily utilized biblical themes. Neoclassicism
Essay Words 2 Pages Neoclassicism:Neoclassicism represented a reaction against the passionate and
enthusiastic renaissance view of man as being basically good and possessed of an endless potential for
religious and intellectual growth. Many of the pieces, like the Oath of the Horntail, are reactions to the
revolutions of their time. This empowered patriotic self sacrifice and virtue over everything A World of Art,
Sixth Edition, You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get
unstuck? This breadth of meaning has led to the definition of Romanticism as a 'feeling' and very little else.
The Romantic movement took on different characteristics throughout Europe. The show covers many topics
and contains situations recognizable in every corner of the world, displayed in a primitive way without
dialogs. There are many advancements and developments , especially in scientific and philosophical areas in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Friedrich, Schinkel and Klenze. The example essays in Kibin's
library were written by real students for real classes. In its heart and soul Rococo art described the macrocosm
of game-playing and artificiality. Although the Baroque Art and the Rococo Art periods are sometimes
classified as one in the same, they are actually quite distinct and unique. There were vast, and conspicuous
social status differences as a result of the new economic era at the time. In that times , people begins to be less
and less devoted to God beacuse of the Reform and Renaissence movements. Its original meaning - 'irregular,
contorted, grotesque"?

